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Backup Software



	Windows Backup Software
	
AOMEI
BackupperHOT


Easy and reliable Windows backup and clone
software.


	
AOMEI
Centralized Backupper

Easy and scalable centralized backup solution.


	
AOMEI OneKey
Recovery

1-click to create your own factory recovery
partition.







	iPhone Backup Tool
	
FoneToolNEW

Easy and fast iPhone data backup and transfer
software.




	Enterprise Backup Solutions
	
AOMEI United Backup

Easy and reliable backup solution for business.












	Partition Manager
	Downloads
	Support
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AOMEI - Data Insurance Leader


Life risks are insured by purchasing insurance. 

The same as life, data can also be insured - be backed up.



What is Data Insurance







AOMEI Top-of-the-line Products
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 Focus on System Backup and Cloning
AOMEI Backupper

	Easiest all-in-one data backup, recovery, sync, cloning solutions to give you
ultra-safety.

	Create a WinPE or Linux bootable drive for bare-bones or unbootable computers.

	Rapidly deploy system images to multiple computers or clone multiple computers
over the
network.



Learn
More





	







FoneTool

Free iPhone Backup manager, one-click to back up all your
iPhone data
easily!

Learn
More



	







AOMEI Centralized Backupper

Create and manage backup tasks from one central management
console.


Learn
More



	







AOMEI OneKey Recovery

One key to create a recovery partition for system backup and
restore.


Learn
More











Focus on Easy Server Backup, Ensuring Business Continuity

AOMEI Cyber Backup  New


The most cost-efficient expert solution for large-scale
virtual machines, SQL database backup on daily basis and in the long term.

 With agentless, flexible, automatic data backup & recovery covering all
sized
business needs, AOMEI Cyber Backup can save you high IT manager salaries,
daily data management time and data loss hazards.


Learn
More
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Tap into the disk potential and manage partitions efficiently

AOMEI Partition Assistant

Reliable partition tool to manage your hard drive without
losing
data, its built-in utility for resizing partition, cloning
system/disk/partition, converting
MBR to GPT, managing dynamic disk and etc.

Learn
More














Why Choose AOMEI Products?
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Ease of use

User-friendly UI design and simple operations make your digital life more
convenient,
effective
and productive. Even if you have any question, please feel free to contact us.
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Stable & Successful

We have developed diverse second-to-none technologies throughout the whole
data
insurance journey, committed to providing the maximum level of stability and up to
95% success rate
to our users.
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Secure & Reliable

AOMEI applies 256-bit AES Encryption security technologies for SSL and
never keep any
of user's data or information on our servers, ensuring users get the most secure,
complete and
easiest data insurance service.













Awards & Testimonials

 Most awarded, highly recommended. Do this because we know the importance of
data
safety. But don’t just take our word for it.
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AOMEI Backupper Professional provides an intuitive
user
interface through which you can easily navigate to any tool. 





[image: PC Advisor]
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AOMEI Partition Assistant Standard Edition would
seem to be the
most powerful and capable freeware disk partition utility we've tried.






[image: Lifehacker]
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AOMEI OneKey Recovery Creates a Custom Windows
Recovery Partition Windows…If you'd like to create your own recovery
partition, AOMEI adds that backup function to any PC.





[image: Easyworknet]
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FoneTool is an excellent backup software
which
can replace
iCloud and iTunes. In addition to iPhone, you can also backup and
restore iPad and even
iPod. FoneTool is a professional iPhone data backup tool
designed to
avoid any data
loss.






See all awards
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Evans
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I wish to inform you that AOMEI Backupper is the
best backup
software I have used. I installed Win AIK, then created a USB boot
device and did a backup
to system partitions, and it worked perfectly.
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Nicholas Stein
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First I want to say how much I appreciate your
partition
manager. I have used many other
software to try to move partitions around and they never quite work for
me. As a system
admin, partitions are always painful and you have made my life easier.
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Ranjit Musa
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I just wanted to take the time to say "Thank You"
for such a wonderful product AOMEI OneKey Recovery.
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Kenneth Toy
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FoneTool backs up my photos to another
iPhone
with three steps
in several
seconds. I think it is a great program reliable and easy to use.






See all testimonials


















AOMEI Deserves Your Trust

AOMEI has been devoted to global data insurance with the mission of "Always Keep Global
Data
Safer". We have been endeavoring for 10 years to protect users' data against loss.


	
60K
Partners


	
180
Countries


	
133M
Users




	
14
Years of Experience


	
300
Awards


	
20
Patents







Supported by World Top Businesses
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Latest News & Updates





15

September
2023




Learn More


 AOMEI Cyber Backup 3.0.0


Added Physical Backup feature: Now AOMEI Cyber Backup supports backing up physical disks, operating systems, partitions on Windows PCs & Servers to a local drive / NAS drive.
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14

March
2024




Learn More


AOMEI Partition Assistant 10.3.1


Optimized "Duplicate Files Finder": Now it is compatible well with high resolution and DPI monitor.
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18

March
2024




Learn More


AOMEI Backupper 7.3.4


 Fixed issue: The program occasionally crashes when activating with License Code under Windows PE; error 4098 occurs when cloning a hard drive in some environments.
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Subscribe to Our Newsletter









English

	Deutsch

	Français

	日本
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